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CENSORSHIP! PROTECTION OR THREAT?
(TV - Sunday, April 12, 1953)

^

operates by methods outside the law.

True, it uses

the law when it can, and in a few instances there has been
I would urge resistance against the current spread
legal indictment of publishers and dealers^which allows
of censorship that seeks to determine what books and pubthe accused a chance to defend themselves in court.

But

lications we can buy and read.
generally speaking it is self-appointed vigilantes
First, because it meets no need that is not already
organized in self-constituted citizens committees who
provided for.

We have laws and provisions that deal with
decide what is objectionable literature^ and then seek

obscenity and pornography.

It is generally agreed that
to force its removal from news stands and counters^ by

these laws are being enforced and they do have the support
the threat of economic boycott, adverse publicity and
of public opinion.

The pressure for added censorship
possible arrest.

fills no gap.
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No formal charge, no indictment.
*
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It only adds to the blight now spreading
Thereby self-appointed guardians of morality seek to

across the country, the blight on what can be said and
impose their standards upon the whole community.

This

what can be read, on what can be heard and what can be
has to be opposed because no group is wise enough to
seen.
determine the reading diet of a people, and no group is
In the second place, the censorship now being pushed

good enough to set itself up as the watch dog of morality- ^
is in many instances a vigilante type of censorship 4het
and no group has the right in a democracy to use extra-

±L*
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legal means to impose its will upon everyone else#

In the third place, vigilante censorship makes no
pretense at literary criticism.

It condemns a book simply

if it has earthy language and racy descriptive scenes#

j

This makes censorship a relatively simple matter,
but it could leave us with nothing much more than "Black
Beauty" to read.

It already has meant the banning of works

by a Nobel Prize winner, and the banning of books that have
won wide critical acclaim.

Its logical extension would

mean an end to the sale of the collected works of William
Shakespeare, Robert Bums, and ^Benjamin Franklin.

It wSuid

play havoc with our reading of the Bible, particularly the
Old Testament;

it wou3d hold us to an expurgated edition

of the dictionary, and it would appreciably change the
contents of the Sears Roebuck catalogue.

If this appears

far-fetched, it is not much more so than what has actually
happened at other times, and what is even happening now in
some places.

Those who judge a bock mainly by its inclusion
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of words that are held to be objectionable for young

I

objectionable, and then usually by methods of intimidation

people can scarcely neglect the Old Testament and the

force book-dealers to keep various titles out of any

dictionary and the Sears Roebuck catalogue.

buyer's hand.

For young

people are far more likely to be acquainted with parts of

This is a form of cultural storm-trooping

which denies other people's rights.

As such it is a far

these publications than with the works of Chaucer, Joyce,

}

greater threat to American life and institutions than any

and Faulkner.

!

harm that might come from reading even the most salacious

Zeal for censorship could make Minnesota

look no less ridiculous than Boston, Massachusetts, which
is famous in this regard.
In the

place, vigilante censorship inmediately

goes beyond any consideration of youth and morals.

literature.
(

And finally, I would urge resistance because

[

vigilante censorship goes far beyond just a concern with

In

obscenity.

In case after case books are banned, not

banning bocks it is an attack upon the reading habits of

because they are obscene or even charged -at* being such,

adults as well.

hut because they contain social or religious or political

Self-constituted citizens committees

impose their reading standards upon the Thole conmunity.

views that run counter to the views of some religious or

They invite no open discussion of the merits or demerits

patriotic pressure group.

of any book.

They simply decide on their own that is

!

Here it is "correct belief",

as interpreted by the pressure group that is made the

y
basis of censorship.

So, for example, the Nation Magazine,

should-b e. called thought-control and authoritarianism,

which can scarcely be mistaken for a pocket-book sporting

So, I am opposed to the current spread of censorship,

a sexually suggestive cover, was forced off seme Eastern

first because it fills no real gap3^

ne^ys stands and out of the New York public school libraMoc

no adequate standard by which to measure either the

because it ran sane articles l.^i ftmli ilMTTJlhLid which were

artistic or the moral value of any literary work, laiis-A,

critical of sane of the medical and social and political

because it rides rough-shod over the rights of the adult

beliefs and practices of ^ <pai'tinulM.* church.

It

one

]-r pressure group to pressure its own members

1

individual, and finally, because it flaunts every hard

!

won value associated with freedom of thought and express—

into a conformity of belief and to say what its own
adherents shall not read.
pi"S"r

It is

who*-M

"roiiy tries to pressure everyone into acceptance

of its position, seeks to stifle criticism by banning
books and magazines and movies, and sets itself up as the
final authority on correctness of belief as well as purity !
of morals.

This is censorship, but more properly it

because it has

ion.
In short, what is needed is more sense and less
censorship.
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